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It's Suzie- I know it's been a while. Manar sent me the words of the Aln translation:

Inthur Aswat Al Tulab
(Hark the student's voices quelling)

Saadiqa, qawiyah wa wadiha
(Strong and true and clear)

Yu'ilinu 'an hub al alma mater
(Alma Mater's love their telling)

Yurin qareeb wa ba'eed
(Ringing far and near)

William wa Mary, Mahboob min qadeem
(William and Mary, loved of old)

Unthur 'ala alhawa
(hark upon the gale)

Isma'a ra'ad aswaatina, Alma Mater 'Ash
(Hear the thunder of our chorus - alma mater hail)

--I hope the concert goes well.

Best,
Suzie D.